What You Can Do with the Stylo+

Carving | Engraving | Etching

It may be permanent but you don’t have to worry, it’s easy. Mirroring the ergonomics of a pen, the slim and lightweight design of the Stylo+ allows you to carve, engrave, and etch with ease, even for your first time. Versatility leads to variety! Below are the many projects you can do with the Stylo+.

- Wooden models, miniatures, figurines
- Wooden derby cars
- Personalization of glasses, ornaments & tools
- Etching designs and patterns in glass
- Polymer designs
- Carving wooden sculptures
- Etching wooden designs
- Leather crafting – Journals, notebooks, luggage tags & bracelets
- Seasonal decorations, holiday décor (pumpkin carving, Easter egg décor, Christmas decorations)
- Wooden picture frames
- Wooden decorative signs
- Wooden jewelry boxes
- Terrariums
- Terra cotta pots
- Metal plaques
- Mosaics, stone
- Engraving jewelry

Cleaning | Polishing

Now’s your time to shine! The slim size of the Stylo+ allows you to clean and polish in the tightest spaces and the tiniest details for that brand new look and feel.

- Silverware
- Antique restoration
- Jewelry and watches
- Rusty metal surfaces
- Restoring old surfaces
- Polish glasses
- Removing paint from metal surfaces

Sanding

Sanding just got smoother. For those finishing touches on the smallest details, use the Stylo+ to sand away the rough edges on your wood working projects including:

- Wooden derby cars
- Wooden models, miniatures
- Wooden frames
- Restoring furniture
- Removing paint from wooden surfaces
Using the Stylo+ on Different Materials

Wood
Possible applications for using the Stylo+ on wood are carving, etching and sanding. The tool includes accessories for each application and, depending on the hardness of the wood, the accessories you will use can vary. When etching and engraving into wood it may be helpful to trace the design with a pencil first, then engrave the lines to achieve the desired result. Examples of typical craft projects include the personalization of wooden frames and signs, finishing touches to furniture refurbishing and many more.

Glass
The Stylo+ is perfect for working on glass personalization projects. It’s as easy as picking a design and starting to etch. To start off, it may be helpful to tape a printed stencil of the design to the inside of the glass, and then engrave the lines with the tool. Depending on the accessory choice, crafters can control the delicacy of the lines. Anyone, from a newbie to an advanced creative designer, can easily transform plain glass objects into personalized gifts or decorative crafts.

Leather
Due to its pen-like shape, the Stylo+ makes the application on leather as precise as it can possibly be, so leather crafters can achieve detailed designs. Great project examples for leather etching include a personalized leather notebook or calendar, passport covers or luggage tags. It also allows you to give a neat and beautiful finish to edges of leather cuts with the included 125 engraving cutter accessory. To ensure the accuracy of your desired result, try using carbon paper on your leather piece and trace your design onto the leather object with a stitching awl or pencil.

Metal & Stone
The Stylo+ craft tool is great to use on metal and stone. You can engrave or polish steel, copper, brass, silver, aluminum, and stone, including jewelry pieces and outdoor décor for your garden. With the included polishing compound it’s easy to polish your valuable pieces tarnished with age. For metal, etching your name onto your tool collection or metal plaques is easy with the Stylo+.